Gerunds/Infinitives
We enjoy cooking.
We enjoy cooking.
We avoid ________________.

buying fast food to buy fast food
We avoid buying fast food to buy fast food.
He tries eating fast food to eat organic food.
Gerunds/Infinitives

He *tries* **to eat** organic food.

eating fast food
We need _________________.

making dinner

to make dinner
We need to make dinner.
I need _________________.

finish my homework
to finish my homework
I need to finish my homework.
She wants to learn English.
Gerunds/Infinitives

She wants to learn English.
Gerunds/Infinitives

She wants _______________.

learning English

to learn English
She **wants** to learn English.
She likes ___________________.

learning English

to learn English
She **likes** to learn **English**. learning English
She likes **to learn** English.
Gerunds/Infinitives

We hate ___________________.

studying
to study.
We hate to study.
Gerunds/Infinitives

We hate to study. studying
Gerunds/Infinitives

I love ________________.

eating baklava.

to eat baklava
Gerunds/Infinitives

I love to eat baklava. eating baklava.
Gerunds/Infinitives

I love to eat baklava.
Gerunds/Infinitives

I can’t stand _________________.

drinking ayran.

to drink ayran
I can’t stand drinking ayran.
Gerunds/Infinitives

MIXED PRACTICE
Gerunds/Infinitives

We avoid ________________.

to drink cola.

drinking cola.
We avoid **drinking cola**.
He needs ________________.

studying for the midterm
to study for the midterm.
He needs **to study** for the midterm.
She likes _________________

drinking coffee.

to drink coffee.
She likes **to drink** coffee.

**drinking** coffee.
Gerunds/Infinitives

She likes to drink coffee.
Gerunds/Infinitives

I like ____________________________

eating vegetarian food.

to eat vegetarian food.
I like to eat vegetarian food.

eating vegetarian food.
Gerunds/Infinitives

I like ___________________________ to eat vegetarian food.

eating vegetarian food.
Gerunds/Infinitives

They avoid ________________.

drinking alcohol.

to drink alcohol.
Gerunds/Infinitives

They avoid _________________.

drinking alcohol.

to drink alcohol.
He wants _________________.

color1traveling to America.

color2to travel to America.
He wants to travel to America.
She wants _________________.

eating organic vegetables
to eat organic vegetables.
Gerunds/Infinitives

to eat organic vegetables.

She wants ________________.

eating organic vegetables
Sarah tries ________________.

buying Diet Cola.

to buy Diet Cola.
Sarah tries to buy Diet Cola.
Gerunds/Infinitives

I hate____________________.

watching tennis.

to watch tennis.
Gerunds/Infinitives

I hate _________.

to watch tennis.

watching tennis.
Gerunds/Infinitives

I hate ________________ watching tennis.

to watch tennis.

I hate ________________.
She hates eating fast food.
Gerunds/Infinitives

She hates to eat fast food. eating fast food.
Gerunds/Infinitives

eating fast food.

She hates to eat fast food.
Gerunds/Infinitives

They love to play basketball.
They love to play basketball.
Gerunds/Infinitives

They love to play basketball.
He loves _____________.

eating hamburgers.

to eat hamburgers
Gerunds/Infinitives

He loves _______ to eat hamburgers.

eating hamburgers.
Gerunds/Infinitives

He loves _________________.

eating hamburgers.
to eat hamburgers
I avoid _________.

eating processed food.

to eat processed food.
I avoid eating processed food.